
Gustave D'Aquin 

c1857-1932 

D'Aquin was born in New Orleans but trained in Paris. He 

played in Paris as a younger man in orchestras conducted by the 

composer of the opera 'Faust' Charles Gounod, and won 1st prize at 

the Paris conservatory. He had a musical career in New York 1891-

1908, and lived in Pittsfield, Mass. for a half a dozen year. He was a 

virtuoso on the flute. 

Living in Pittsfield for half-dozen years with his daughter, 

Mrs. George Daveerin he taught music in the Berkshires during this 

time. 

While a younger he studied with the leading flutist in New 

Orleans Leopold Carriere. He had his debut on November 28, 1872 

and followed this success with a concert at Lyceum Hall on 

December 11 along with his friend violinist Henri Joubert, the 

concert being held to raise money to pay for D'Aquin's voyage to 

Paris to study there. In  1873 the two friends presented a concert at 

Harmony Hall. Still not yet ready to go to Paris the two continued to 

give concerts into the spring of 1874. On May 1 and May 8, 1876 

they gave a concerts at Grunewald Hall, with their final concert on 

May 11.  In 1883, 1884 and 1885 he conducted a band at West End. 

D'Aquin also developed a reputation as a musical composer. 

New Orleans Republican - December 11, 1972 - Lyceum Hall-grand 

concert 

A grand vocal and instrumental concert will be given by 

Gustave D'Aquin, the eminent flutist and pupil of L. Carriere, this 

evening. He will be assisted by Mr. L. Carriere, Miss A. Peral, Miss 

H. Le Roux,  Miss Louise Chancon, Miss l. T. and Mr. H. Joubert.

The selections, according to the programme, are excellent.

New Orleans Republican - December 12, 1872 - Concert at Lyceum 

Hall 
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 The vocal and instrumental concert at Lyceum Hall last night, 

by Mr. Gustave D'Aquin, the eminent flutist, attracted a respectable 

number of very respectable people. The amateur talent selected for 

that occasion was such that the concert was pronounced by those 

who understand the art as a highly creditable musical 

demonstration.  

 

Times Picayune - November 28, 1876 - A vocal and instrumental 

concert for the benefit of Mr. Gustave D'Aquin 

 We again solicit the warm sympathies of the public for one of 

our young fellow-citizens, Mr. Gustave D'Aquin, young artist and 

composer, who has before him a brilliant future, but who is yet 

wrestling against the first difficulties of a career always ungrateful 

to beginners. The symphony composed by Mr. D'Aquin is ultimately 

to be performed by a full orchestra, in a vocal and instrumental 

concert announced to take place from the 15th to the 17th of 

December, either at the Opera House or at Grunewald Hall. This 

concert is to be given under the auspices of the Louisiana 

Athenaeum. Those who have heard the first rehearsals speak in the 

highest terms of Mr.  D'Aquin's work, and we hope that the call 

made will suffice to awaken the interest and obtain the support of 

our musical circles in favor of our young Louisiana flutist. 

 

Times Picayune - January 28, 1883 

 The selection of Mr. Gustave A'Aquin, the well-known New 

Orleans musicians, as the leader of the West End Orchestra for the 

next season, insures fine musical entertainment at that resort. Mr. 

D'Aquin studied his art in Paris, and is not only a master of the 

flute, but also a composer of merit, having produced several 

concerted pieces, and a mass, which have been highly commended. 

 

Times Picayune - April 2, 1883 - Grunewald Hall concert 

 Mr. G. D'Aquin followed with a flute solo, by Boehm, entitled 

'Variations sur un air Allemand.' This piece was difficult in 

execution, and at the same time pleasing to the ear. Skipping from 
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octave to octave, reveling in thrills, Mr. D'Aquin captivated the 

audience, and was enthusiastically encored. 

 

Times Picayune - April 29, 1883 - Grand vocal and instrumental 

concert tendered. 

 

 
 

 
April 30, 1883  May 2, 1883 
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Times Democrat - May 16, 1883 - Signor Liberati at West End 

 A large crowd flocked to West End yesterday evening, drawn 

there partly by the hot and sultry weather and largely attracted by 

the announcement that Signor Liberati, styled 'the world renowned 

cornet virtuoso,' was to make the first display of his talent before a 

New Orleans audience. 

 Mr. G D'Aquin's Orchestra opened the evening's 

entertainment with the first part of the programme, which included 

several good selections very well played, particularly Offenbach's 

'Madame L'Archidue.' 

 

Times Picayune - June 5, 1883 

 The great love of music for which the people of New Orleans 

are famous, specially of a classical order and of compositions of the 

great masters, has not been overlooked by President Walker 

providing for the amusement of the patrons of West End. A large 

and well organized band of the best musicians in the city thoroughly 

trained and under the leadership of one of the most accomplished 

musicians. Prof. G. D'Aquin, is under engagement with the Railroad 

Company for this season. 

 

 
   June 8, 1883      June 20, 1883 

 

Times Picayune - December 23, 1884 - A rare musical feast afforded 

to a large and appreciative audience. 
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 Last night, the grand vocal and instrumental concert tendered 

to those eminent artists, Henri Joubert, violinist, and Prof. Gastave 

D'Aquin, flutist, and which had been for some weeks a topic of 

conversation among the lovers of good music, took place last night 

at the French Opera House. The old lyric mansion, which has so 

often had under its roof such fashionable and brilliant audiences, 

was again the scene of beauty and talent. In the auditorium could be 

seen the faces of the most distinguished amateurs and connoisseurs. 

The programme was a carefully arranged one, comprising variety 

and elegance, and the performers were: Mrs. L. Pemberton-Hincks, 

soprano; Prof. Gustave D'Aquin, long since well-known played 

Demarseman's 'Homage e Tolon' a flute solo, to the enthusiastic 

delight of the audience. Faire's 'Sanctu Maria' a quintette for 

soprano, organ, piano, violin and flute was beautifully  rendered by 

Mrs. G. D. A'quin, Miss Berthe Penberton, Miss Henri Joubert, Mr. 

Henri Joubert, and Prof. G. D'Aquin. 

 The concert closed with Lacombe's superb quintette 'au Pid 

d'um Crcifix,' which was admirably  rendered. 

 

Times Picayune - January 21, 1885 

  Benefit entertainment for the suffers of the earthquake in 

Spain 

 Among the many persons who have kindly volunteered to take 

part in the concert are Mrs. APemberton-Hincke, Mrs. Gustave 

D'Aquin, Mr. Henri Joubert, Prof. D'Aquin, and others. The 

celebrated Mexican Band will also lend their best endeavors on the 

occasion. 

  

Times Picayune - August 30, 1885 - West End 

 Prof. D'Aquin's talent as a composer, a musician and a leader, 

added to his earnest ambition and his indefatigable energy, 

eminently qualify him for the musical directorship, and the public 

may confidently anticipate a feast of music that will satisfy the most 

exacting soul. The management have displayed great judgment in 

thus recognizing home talent, and Orleanians generally will feel 
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grateful for the opportunity afforded Prof. D'Aquin to prove what 

local talent is capable of. 

 In the summer of 1884 and 1885 D'Aquin led the band at West 

End and composed the 'West End Grand March.' 
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 This form of this march is not the typical form of a Sousa march.  

It is mostly diatonic and little dissonant harmony.  There are a number 

of sections and the rhythmic motive of three half notes is found in a 

number of sections. It is written in the key of Bb until it modulates at 

'C' into the key of Eb the main theme and at 'C2' it gives the theme a 

4th higher. Another modulation appears at 'D' that returned to the key 

of Bb until the end. The range of dynamics range is from 'fff' to 'ppp. 

At  'C1' the bass part is featured with the melody in the treble part. It 

continues to 'D1' which is a repeat of 'B.' The sections are mostly in 

four bar phrases. 

 

Times Picayune - August 30, 1885 - American Exposition-D'Aquin 

to furnish a band. 

 'Yes, a contract has been made with the talented and ambitious 

maestro, Gustave D'Aquin, by which he is to organize a military 

band of fifty musicians, all of whom are to be carefully selected from 

among the finest soloists in the country. This band will equal in 

talent and skill any of the famous bands of the North, and by the aid 

of the wonderful effect produced by the concave shell which it is 
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proposed to construct in the Music Hall similar to the one used at 

Manhattan Beach, will produce a result fully equal to a hundred 

instruments on the open platform. The band will be handsomely 

uniformed, and will be at the service of the management at all times. 

In addition to the regular band, Prof. D'Aquin will from time to 

time secure special artists and famous soloists from the North and 

from Europe, and thus diversify and add constantly varying 

attractions to the musical department. This it is believed will best 

meet the demands of the music loving public and will largely 

increase the attendance. A special feature of great attractiveness for 

the opening day now in contemplation, is to organize a grand vocal 

jubilee composed of a thousand voices. To this end an invitation will 

be extended to all musical societies and associations, all church 

choirs, and all well-known amateur vocalists of our city to lend their 

assistance.' 

 

Times Picayune - August 30, 1885 

 Prof. D'Aquin's talent as a composer, a musician and a leader, 

added to his earnest ambition and is indefatigable energy, eminently 

qualify him for the musical directorship, and the public may 

confidently anticipate a feat of music that will satisfy the most 

exacting soul The management have displayed great judgment in 

thus recognizing home talent, and Orleanians generally will feel 

grateful for the opportunity afforded Prof. D'Aquin to prove what 

local talent is capable of. 

 

Meridinal - December 26, 1885 

 Special attention has been paid to the music of the Exposition, 

and a magnificent band organized to give afternoon and evening 

concerts each day during the season. Prof. Gustave D'Aquin, of New 

Orleans, an ambitious and talented young musician, with a Parisian 

education, is the leader, and has gotten together a band of sixty first 

class musicians selected from New York and other Northern cities, 

with a special view to their musical learning and ability. The band 

has already created a most favorable impression, and each day a 
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marked improvement is noted in their playing, as they become more 

familiar with each other and the methods of their leader. Their 

repertoire is extensive and comprises the best selections from 

operatic, classic and light music. During the season the leading 

soloists of the world are to be introduced, include the king of 

cornetists, Levy; Fred Herr Hoch and others. The D'Aquin band is a 

strong attraction at the American Exposition. 

 

Times Picayune - January 4, 1891 

 Writing from New York, a correspondent says: 'On the 

evening of 29t inst. there was a grand concert at Chickering Hall, in 

aid of the hospital fund of the French Benevolent Society. The large 

audience included the elite of the French colony of the city, and, of 

course, the choicest musical critics and connoisseurs. The best artists 

of the city were employed. among them were two whose names are 

household words in New Orleans, Mr. Gustave D'Aquin and Miss 

Annie Seawell. Mr. D'Aquin extracted such melody from his magic 

flute as Orpheus might have envied. 

 

New York Tribune - May 26, 1893 - The Madison Square Roof 

Garden 

 A select orchestra will give popular selections under the 

direction of Gustave D'Aquin. 

 

New York Tribune - June 4, 1895 - A chilly night on the Madison 

Square Roof Gardens 

 Among the entertainers  last were included Gustave D'Aquin's 

Orchestra. 
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August 4, 1895 

 

New York Times  October 27, 1895 

 A friend of Gustave D'Aquin, the accomplished composer of 

'The New York Times March,' has this to say of him: 'M. D'Aquin is 

one of the most interesting personalities that ever swims in the ideal 

like swans in the pure water of a lake. There is an original measure 

in his work, and doubtless that this has distinction, grass and a rare 

charm will be sufficient for those who hear it; but it is amusing, too 

to try to tell why Gustave D'Aquin makes one think of an Almaviva 

with a poetical imagination Louisianian, one of the aristocratic 

Creoles not described by Mr. Cable-the good Dr. Thomas Aquinas 

appears in Gustave D'Aquin's genealogy-born at the time when the 

quaintly Colonial Building in the Rue Bourbon was the only  serious 

home of opera in American, inspired by such local celebrities as 

Ernest Guiraud, Gregory Curto, Eugene Provost, and Hubert 

Rolling, he went to Paris, as was the fashion for boys of his 

generation to become an ardent student, which cannot ever become 

the fashion fully. 

 In Paris, Herny Althe taught him the flute; Ambrose Thomas, 

Deparain, and Theodore Dubote taught him harmony; Gessod's 

examination class recruited him, and Robert Panqueete, who 

composed ''le Cloches de Cronevilla'; LouisVarney, who composed 
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'Les Mousqustaires au Covent, and Alcide  Bruneau, who composed 

'Le b.eve,' excited his emulation. He composed a symphony, which 

was performed at the Salle Pleyel with signal success, masses, 

orchestral pieces and song which will for many years palpitate and 

beat their wings on the lips of lovers, as they walk under the 

transparent shade of leaves that the sun powders with golden pearls 

of folly. 

 Mr. D'Aquin was a laureate of the Conservatoire in 1879, but 

he directed an orchestra of the Exposition  Universelle in 1895, when 

New Orleans organized its Cotton Centennial Fair, Gustave 

D'Aquin was appointed in 1878, and whenever the progressive of 

American said in New Orleans, 'Your aristocratic Creoles are 

antiquated,' Placed Canonge, Alfred Mercier, and others who wrote 

for the daily papers in French and in English already replied 'Well, 

how about Gustave  D'Aquin. In 1885 when New Orleans organized 

its Cotton Centennial Fair, Gustave D'Aquin was appointed its 

musical director. Since then he has been acclaimed in various cities 

of the United Sates. He is music director at the Madison Square 

Garden now, and Frank W. Sanger, when he made this 

appointment, which does proof to his discernment, knew well that 

the pyre would penetrate into the Garden-even if it had to be 

brought in surreptitiously the sleeve of a Japanese juggler. 

 

New York Tribune - September 2, 1917 - Gustave D'Aquin attracts 

big audience with his band. 

 The second day of the National Music show and music festival 

at Madison Square Garden attracted another large audience of 

music lovers yesterday. Gusaave D'Aquin and his band were the 

favorites, as on the preceding day. A broad promenade surrounds 

the whole of the first gallery of the Garden and there in the center of 

the 27ith Street side of the building is the bandstand. All the rest of 

the gallery is devoted to seating purposes, both programmes and 

seats being free to all. 

 Among the musical novelties displayed is a hall clock in oak 

with a music box concealed in its base. Accordions having blow 
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horns are shown two large orchestrelles exhibited in the buffet are 

really self-contained and automatic bands of music operated by 

electric motors. Nearly all the piano exhibitors show models of 

grand pianos of all sizes. 

 

New York Tribune - September 15, 1907 - National Music Show 

attractions. Four daily concerts as well as many interesting exhibits. 

 The second annual National Music Show will open on 

Wednesday night at Madison Square Garden. There will be four 

concerts every day by the Madison Square Garden Concert Band 

under the leadership of Gustave D'Aquin. 

 

New York Tribune - February 17, 1908 

 When Gustave D'Aquin's band plays the opening bars of the 

late Dr. William H. Drummond's first famous poem, 'The Wreck of 

the Julie Plante,' which has been set to music by Herbert Spencer, of 

Montreal, the little ballad will be sure of a great welcome from the 

Canadian hunters at the show. 

 

Brooklyn Daily Eagle - February 29 1908 - Sports for young-

Madison Square Garden. 

 But he favorite of all, and one that never palls, is the concerted 

sending of requests for certain orchestral pieces to played by the 

Barden's band. At 5:20, or some other agreed-upon hour, Gustave 

D'Aquin, the director, will be inundated with 'requests' ranging 

from 'The Merry Widow' to 'Annie Rooney,' and from the prologue 

to 'I Pagliacci' to 'Kerrigan.' The 'maestro,' as the director is called, 

does not know which are the genuine requests and which the bogus 

ones, so plays them in their order of arrival until the intermission 

for his men's supper. 

 

New York Tribune - June 2, 1912 - Titanic memorial concert 

 Over five hundred band musicians will participate tonight at 

the Moulin Rouge in a memorial band concert to the musicians of 

the Titanic. The bands that have volunteered included Arthur 
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Pryor's Band, Gustav D'Aqun's Madison Square Garden Band, 

Lacalle's Concert Band, the New York Letter Carriers Band, the 

Hebrew Orphan Asylum Band, the Catholic Protectory Band, Soller 

and her male band, United States Army bands from the forts near 

New York and United States Navy Bands from the Brooklyn Navy 

Yard and the war vessels now here. An excellent programme has 

been arranged of operatic, standard and popular selections. 

  

New York Tribune - June 29, 1917 

 If you are fond of the music of a good brass band, go, by all 

means, to the Mall on Sunday at 4. Gustave D'Aquin's celebrated 

organization of forty-seven piece is scheduled to play. 

  

Times Picayune -- November 25, 1928 - Bandmaster and composer 

in New Orleans as friend's guest. 

 Gustave D'Aquin, distinguished New Orleans flutist, 

bandmaster and composer, has returned to his native city, to spend 

a few months with an old Friend, Dr. H. Bayon, 2212 Napoleon 

Avenue. 

 Mr. D'Aquin for years conducted the celebrated Madison 

Square Garden Band. A graduate of the Conservative de Music, 

Paris, he led orchestras at West End, the Paris Exposition, the 

French Opera House, Woodside park in Philadelphia, Madison 

Square Garden and Madison Square Roof Garden in New York. He 

was director of music at the Cotton Exposition here. During his 

student day he was a pupil of Verdi, Gounod, Deprato, Ambrose 

Thomas and Theodore du Bois. 

 An old notice n the New York times quotes a friend as saying: 

'Mr. D'Aquin is one of the most  interesting personalities I have ever 

known. There is an original measure in his work and doubtless that 

this has distinction, grace and rare charm will be sufficient for those 

who hear it; but it is amusing, too, to try  to tell why Gustave 

DAquin makes me think of an Almaviva with a poetical 

imagination. A Louisianian of the aristocratic Creoles not described 

by Mr. Cobb- the good Dr. Thomas Aquinas appears in his 
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genealogy-born at the time when the quaintly colonial building in 

the Rue Bourbon was the only serious home of opera in America, 

inspired by such celebrities as Ernest Giraud, Gregorio Curto, 

Eugene Provost and Hubert Rolling, He went to Paris, as was the 

fashion for boys of his generation, to become an ardent student, 

which cannot ever become the fashion anywhere. 

 'In Paris he composed a symphony which was performed at the 

Salle Pleyel with signal success, masses, orchestral pieces and song 

which will for many years palpitate and beat their wings on the lips 

of lovers as the walk under the transparent shade of leaves that the 

sun powders with golden pearls of folly.' 

 The New York Evening Telegram once called D'Aquin 'The 

Amphion whose music makes the stones in the stone wall leave their 

places and dance to his music.' 

 Retired for several years from active service as a bandmaster, 

Mr. D'Aquin has been teaching in New York. He will be welcome at 

the home of Dr. Bayon by hundreds of his old French Opera and 

West End friends. 
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